
Manual for Barnstead Furnace (Type F47925-80) 
Atsushi Kubo (8/30/2006) 

 
This furnace is operated using temperature unit of °C. Conversion of °F to °C can be 
made by following equation: T°C = (T°F – 32)/1.8. 

 
 

Some knowledge in the operational manual to be checked before use the furnace: 
 
Page 5; max. temp.  
 
Page 11; power switch, cycle light, door safety switch. 
 
Page 20; display and buttons in the controller. 
 
Page 20-22; “Basic operation” ~ “Buttons and Indicators”. 
 
Page 40; furnace loading. 
 
Page 41; preventive maintenance. 
 
 

How to operate the furnace with a single setpoint control (page 27) 
 
(1) Power switch (= the circuit breaker) ON 
 
(2) Set Over-Temperature Protection (p. 26). Usually, input a value of 10-20 °C above 
the dwell (= maximum holding) temperature. 
 
(3) Set Setpoint temperature (p. 21). The furnace will begin to heat if the new setpoint 
temperature is higher than the present chamber temperature. 
 
(4) After finished using the furnace, turn OFF power switch. 
 
 

How to operate the furnace with programmed control (page 27-35) 
 
(1) Turn on Power switch (= the circuit breaker). 
 
(2) Set Over-Temperature Protection (p. 26). Usually, input a value of 10-20 °C above 
the maximum temperature. 
 
(3) Set Holdback (p. 28-29). Usually, select “OFF” (i.e. holdback is disabled).  
 
(4) Set Holdback Value (p. 29). This is not necessary when holdback is disabled. 
 



(5) Set Ramp Units (p. 29). Select seconds, minutes, or hours as a unit that is used to set 
ramp time.  
 
(6) Set Dwell Units (p. 30). Select seconds, minutes, or hours as a unit that is used to set 
dwell time.  
 
(7) Set the number of cycles for the program to be executed (p. 30). Usually, select 1 (i.e. 
program is executed only 1 time). 
 
(8) Set the segment type in each segment in order (max. 8 segments). Make sure you start 
programming from segment 1. Basic procedure for programming is as follows: 

(8-1) Press the PAGE button until you reach the program list (ProG LiSt). 
(8-2) Press the SCROLL button until display reads “SEG.n”. 
(8-3) Press the UP or DOWN button until the display reads “1” (= segment 1). 
(8-4) Press the SCROLL button until display reads “tYPE”. 
(8-5) Press the UP or DOWN button until display reads segment type of your 

choice. There are five segment types, namely  
(i) “rmP.r” (ramp to a specified temperature at a set rate) (p. 31),  
(ii) “rmP.t” (ramp to a specified temperature at a set time) (p. 31-32), 
(iii) “dwEll” (maintain a constant temperature for a specified time) (p. 32), 
(iv) “StEP” (climb instantaneously from the current temperature to a 
specified temperature) (p.33), 
(v) “End” (end or repeat program) (p.34). 

(8-6) Press the SCROLL button, and input all parameters such as target 
temperature, ramp units, dwell units, etc., required for the segment type. 

(8-7) After completing data input for segment 1, controller will lead you to (8-3) 
for programming of segment 2. Repeat (8-4) ~ (8-6) until you reach final 
segment in which you choose “End” as a segment type. “End” segment has 
three options (see p.34). Usually, select “rSET” (reset) when display reads 
“End.t.”, the final parameter you need to set. 

 
(9) Check all parameters in ProG LiSt by starting from (8-1) and simply keep pressing 
the SCROLL button. Make sure all parameters in all segments have been correctly set. 
 
(10) Press the RUN/HOLD button (p.35) to run a program. Then, the furnace will begin 
to heat. When you want to hold or cancel the program, press or hold the RUN/HOLD 
button, respectively (p. 35).  
 
(11) After finished using the furnace, turn OFF power switch. 
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